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Story

ALTER YOUR YESTERDAYS!

The ambitious Jungian physics scientist Dr Lennard Keller has made some ground-breaking, perhaps even

worthy of winning a Nobel Prize, findings in the course of his research into space. It looks easy to

investigate this phenomenon thoroughly since his measurements are concentrated on a very particular

person. But none of his superiors are interested in his findings. In despair, he turns to Mike, whose job with

the NSA means he has almost limitless opportunities.

However, it’s not just Mike’s resources that seem to be limitless; he’s also greedy for power…

During all this, Sara is leading a perfectly normal life as a student. So she thinks! But when two men wearing

lab coats storm into her flat and overpower her, Sara’s world spins out of control. Who are these guys?

And, above all, what do they want from her, of all people?

Daniel Westland’s story is based on current research, and he weaves a masterly plot, which grips its

readers and provides new answers to questions about the past and the future.
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Daniel Westland

Daniel Westland is convinced that two things will make the world a better place: knowledge and dreams. He

has managed to combine both these by writing books about facts, and novels. Indeed, he has already

written lots of successful books with TV and high-society celebrities, as well as on his own account. Daniel

Westland lives in Hamburg and the USA, and is married with three children.
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